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STUDY RATIONALE
The broad objective of the study was to assess the contribution that caregivers make to CHBC programmes. However, the aim of this paper is to evaluate the extent of support that the Kanye care programme receives from the local NGOs/CBOs in the Kanye region.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION
Operationally, the word “caregiver” refers to both the primary caregiver (family caregiver who stays with the sick person most of the time) and the community caregiver, referred to as a “volunteer” in the Botswana context, who moves from house to house to supervise and assist the primary caregiver. The researcher (hence the paper) does not distinguish between these two types of caregivers as they both assist in care giving. However, only primary caregivers were interviewed (primary unit of analysis). The author also uses the three terms “client”, “sick person” or “patient” to refer to people living with HIV/Aids and other terminal illnesses. NGOs in this context refers to all the organisations not sponsored or run by the government, and therefore includes all community-based, faith-based, private sector and grassroots organisations.

INTRODUCTION
The impact of HIV/Aids in Botswana has continued relentlessly to reverse the gains that the country has made in the last three decades (NACA, 2005). This has prompted the government to declare HIV/Aids an emergency and to adopt a multi-sectoral approach to the challenge. This has in turn called for the involvement and concerted efforts of local, national and international organisations in the battle. Yet recently the government of Botswana has recognised the pivotal role that NGOs could play in complementing its efforts in the fight against HIV/Aids. It is therefore timely and imperative to evaluate the impact of NGOs, CBOs and other grassroots organisations on the Kanye care programme. This paper therefore sheds light on the gaps that could be filled by strengthened NGOs and other grassroots organisations and the challenge that their current status poses to the Kanye Community Home-Based Care programme’s operations and quality of service delivery (Botswana Network of People Living with HIV/Aids (BONEPWA), 2003).

Globally many governments, especially of the developing world, have continued to partner and seek the support of non-governmental organisations (NGOs), community-based organisations (CBOs), private and private-public organisations and individuals in the fight against HIV/Aids. This is because most governments’ resources have been stretched thin as a result of the intensifying epidemic, especially in the last two decades (NACP 38, 1997-2002; WHO, 2002). The call by former President of Botswana, Festus Mogae, for concerted and stakeholder partnerships in the fight against the epidemic puts the NGOs and community organisations at the spot, meaning that Botswana is enlisting their support in the fight against the unrelenting epidemic (Kang’ethe, 2006b; NACA, 2000, 2003). Furthermore, the global call in the 2001 United Nations General Assembly Special Session (UNGASS) for countries to work hard to halt the spread of the epidemic was an appeal to enlist the support of all the organisations,
donors, private organisations and NGOs to complement and supplement government efforts in the fight against the epidemic (UNAIDS, 2001).

Though NGOs have been found to be robust vehicles of development and community mobilisation in many countries of the world (Kang’ethe, 2006a), Botswana experiences the challenge of having a low number of NGOs, coupled with the fact that the existing ones are skeletal and lacking in capacity to make a strong impact, especially in the care field. This was a consequence of the donor exit upon the country being upgraded to upper-middle income status (BONASO Beat, 2000; Government of Botswana & UNDP, 2000). The government, however, carries a lion’s share of blame for the low performance and skeletal state of the NGOs. It has not done much to mobilise them financially.

As in many countries of the developing world, NGOs in Botswana are perceived as organisations existing to exploit communities, with little or no explicit agenda of supplementing and complementing the government’s quest to serve its citizenry. Therefore the NGO requests for funding from the government usually becomes a dragged-out process, leading to the near collapse of their operations, or the slow implementation of their planned activities and services. This is an attitude that the governments of some countries need to change, as NGOs have been found to complement and supplement many governments of the world, especially with governmental policy support and blessings. The role of a private-public organisation, the African HIV/Aids partnerships (ACHAP), in Botswana, for example, has proved that non-governmental organisations or private organisations could change the country’s development landscape and tempo. ACHAP is holistically involved in financing the antiretroviral (ARV) roll-out programmes and putting in place a lot of infrastructure pertaining to testing and national access to, and distribution of, ARVs (ACHAP Update, 2005; National Strategic Plan, 2003-2009). The aim of this paper is to discuss and evaluate the extent of support that the Kanye care programme gets from the current NGOs/CBOs in Kanye village.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Public-private partnership framework
Public Private Partnership (PPP) is a framework based on the realisation by many governments of the world that there are some things which the private sector or civil society does best, and others where the public sector has more to offer, and hence the need for coexistence and support to one another, in terms of policy or otherwise (Bariagaber, 2003). This is driven by the belief that high-quality public services that the public want, and increasingly expect, will be forthcoming from the interaction of the two sectors. Though the concept works well in the developed world, the developing countries are also catching up to value the coexistence of both the private and the public sector. The value of NGOs to fill the gaps that the public sector has left, therefore, fits into this framework, though loosely. For example, the good work of the Aids Support Organisation (TASO) in Uganda, the first indigenous non-governmental organisation in Africa to respond to the needs of people living with HIV/Aids, has been emulated and replicated across many parts of the continent (UNAIDS, 2003).

Just as the value of the NGOs in the study area has been found useful by the government and communities, so the public-private partnerships principle (PPP) brings the public and private sectors together in a long-term partnership for mutual benefit (ACHAP Update, 2005). The PPP operates on the understanding that the public and private sectors have distinctive, but potentially complementary, roles to play in the rapidly changing world in which public services need to meet the rising expectations of their customers and the wider community in which...
state-owned businesses or organisations increasingly have to compete in service delivery. However, it has been proven in many countries, especially in the West, that the collaboration of these two sectors is the best way to achieve national goals and the objectives of serving communities. There is therefore a need for all the players to undergo a fundamental paradigm shift of thinking and mindset. It is this thinking that the Botswana government needs to embrace in order to give NGOs optimal space and support to perform well. With this approach, part of the funds it has lent to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank could be utilised in building the capacity of the NGOs, especially those offering important grassroots services such as community care (UNAIDS, 1998).

The PPPs are a key element in most governments’ strategy for delivering modern, high-quality public services and promoting many countries’ competitiveness. Though the Kanye NGOs and CBOs operate on a small scale, they contribute to and complement the government’s task of addressing public challenges. A good example is provided by the Bona Lesedi Drop-in Centre (a CBO), which feeds close to a hundred orphans and vulnerable children (DMSAC Report, 2005). However, even in the PPP, the public sector remains the supervisor. It has to put in place independent regulatory bodies, whose role is to ensure, among other things, that high safety standards are maintained. Despite the skeletal and invisible state of NGOs in Botswana, it is important for the government to keep a supervisory eye on the growth of the NGOs and the private sector, so that they do not compromise on quality. Moreover, PPPs enable the government to tap into the disciplines, incentives, skills and expertise which private sector firms and NGOs have developed in the course of their normal everyday business. This releases the full potential of the people, their knowledge and assets in the public sector. This also enables the government to achieve its objectives better and to focus on those activities (UNAIDS, 1998).

Within this framework the government should take on board the private sector and the NGOs as partners to complement one another in the execution of public services. It is no wonder that where this framework is implemented, the government can step back from the day-to-day management of public enterprises and instead focus on the drivers of long-term value, setting targets and encouraging alliances and partnerships with the private sector and the NGOs. Unfortunately in Botswana the government sees especially the NGOs as competitors rather than complementary organs. Though this perspective is changing, the implementation is still lagging behind. The framework can therefore be applied to advise the Government of Botswana to give space and support to especially the NGOs that have become thin on the ground, yet carrying out very essential services that the government ought to be providing (Kang’ethe, 2007).

On the other hand, the PPP, with its emphasis on productivity, could give either the private organisations, NGOs or the private sector a benchmark to gauge their individual operations. More generally, the government has to show commitment to ensure that all public services, whether provided by the public or private sectors, are accountable to the customers and communities they serve, for example, by monitoring levels of customer satisfaction and holding regular discussions between service providers and representatives of users. It is also important to involve users or consumers of the services (UNAIDS, 1998; Vision 2016, 1997).

**METHODOLOGY**

**Research design**

A qualitative design was used in the study. This is because the study sought to explore the thinking, feelings and attitudes of the caregivers on their contribution to care giving, and
examining, evaluating NGO/CBO support or their contribution to the quality of care giving. This design is appropriate for the study as it facilitates the understanding of the process, in this context the process of care giving, rather than the outcomes. According to Creswell (1994), qualitative research is concerned with the meaning that the respondents attach to what is happening in the field. Qualitative design is concerned with how people make sense of their lives and lived experiences. Participant observation, a common tool of qualitative designs, was also used to capture the mood and perceptions of the caregivers.

**Sample selection**

For the sample selection all the 140 registered primary caregivers, as they appeared in the Kanye CHBC register, were selected for inclusion in the study. The participation, contribution and experience of all the registered caregivers were considered important. Eighty-two (59%) registered primary caregivers, making up 10 focus groups, turned up. The only five CHBC nurses who supervised the CHBC programme were also included as samples. They were included because of their mandate of supervising the CHBC programme and the caregivers. Their views and opinions served to validate, cross-check, corroborate and confirm those of the caregivers. The size of the focus groups ranged from six to 12. Although all the focus group (FGD) sessions had been scheduled to last between 60 and 90 minutes, the researcher stopped the discussions when saturation point was reached. Each respondent was involved only once in the focus group discussion. The author chose to have only one focus group session in a day in order to make adequate arrangements to ensure that all the participants for the following day’s session were adequately prepared. The CHBC register in each clinic helped to identify the number of the primary caregivers from each clinic and hence made the sample grouping for the FGD easier. The community caregivers (referred to as the volunteers in the Botswana context) also helped to clarify the number of caregivers they were supervising and supporting in their care-giving roles. This eased the process of involving the caregivers in the study.

The selection criteria for the caregivers and their grouping, disregarding age and gender, were based on the proximity of the caregivers’ clinic/health post, and from the clinic/health post one was selected. Because of the size of some clinics such as Kanye Main and Kgwatlheng, and therefore clients being served, the number of caregivers constituted more than one focus group discussions. The caregiver respondents were collected from the following clinics: Kgwatlheng, Kanye main, Mafhikana, Dada, Mmamokhasi clinics and Dilolwe and Sebogo health posts, and taken to Miracle Family Christian Centre (MFCC), where focus group discussions were held. However, the CHBC nurses were each interviewed at their place of work.

**Research instruments**

The study used two separate but almost similar interview guides to steer 10 focus group discussions with the caregivers and one-to-one interviews with the nurses. Other than the profile section that required the respondents to give her/his demographic details such as age, educational level and gender, all the other questions in the interview schedule/guide were open ended. The two guides used, one for the caregivers and the other for the nurses, differed only slightly. This is because the two sets of responses served to reinforce, corroborate, confirm and cross-check each other. The instruments had been cleansed, refined, tested and their ambiguities removed during the pilot study that preceded the main study.

**Ethical and legal requirements**

To ground the research within a socially and legally acceptable ethical environment, all appropriate ethical issues were taken into consideration: informed consent, maintenance of
confidentiality and anonymity, adequate debriefings, and treating the respondents with all due respect to maintain their integrity and their human rights. Application by the researcher to carry out the research had been submitted to, and approved by, the Health Research and Development Committee (HRDC) board of the Ministry of Health’s research unit, and a permit issued. Caregivers were informed in advance of their rights to voluntarily withdraw from the research involvement if they felt uncomfortable with the research proceedings, though no caregiver withdrew (Creswell, 1994; Salkind, 2000). The researcher had also to write a letter to the Southern District Council asking for authority to enter the field to collect data. The letter was attended to by the Southern District Council (SDC) matron, who wrote to all the clinic heads asking them to assist the researcher in his data-collection exercise.

Data analysis, interpretation and bias reduction

Data from both the focus group discussions with the primary caregivers and one-to-one interviews with the nurses were taped and then transcribed. The huge piles or crude data were sorted, rearranged and reduced to manageable categories and themes using a coding process. This formed the basis of analysis. While quotes, words, analogies, and jotted notes were used to inform the data collection, tables and graphs were used to present the data and therefore the findings. The results from the pilot study involving five caregivers and one nurse that preceded the study had served to remove ambiguities in the instruments and had helped to focus the study. This contributed to a reduction in the study bias and contributed to data reliability and validity. Double translation of the instruments, that is translation from English to Setswana and then from Setswana to English by two independent translators, the two parties coming together to settle on the differences, also helped reduce data and result bias. To further strengthen data reliability and validity, the two interview guides or the instruments used differed only slightly. The two sets of responses were confirmed, contrasted, corroborated and cross-checked against each other.

Research domain

The data for this article were obtained from empirical research conducted in December 2005 and January 2006 at Kanye village. The village had a population of 40,628 persons, according to the 2001 Botswana National Census (CSO, 2001). The village has a large Seventh Day Adventist (SDA) referral hospital, five clinics and two health posts. A clinic serves a bigger population than a health post. The research domain was chosen because this area was experiencing a high HIV prevalence rate of 25.8% and was experiencing a progressively rising death toll among the CHBC clients (NACA, 2003).

FINDINGS

Profile of the volunteer caregivers

Age, gender and educational dimension of the caregivers

The findings of the Kanye study indicate that the caregivers’ ages ranged from 18 to 85 years, with 46 caregivers (56% of the total caregivers) being 50 years and above; 28 of them were 60 years and above and constituted 34% of the total caregivers. The study revealed that most caregivers were women and especially those above 60 years were financially challenged, were not adequately strong to stand the care giving demands, and lacked the support of the community-based organisations and NGOs to help them meet their care giving challenges. Seventy-two (88%) caregivers were found to have no economic activity to support themselves. Their poverty and psychological disillusionment were demonstrated by some caregivers.
breaking into tears as they explained the economic and social environments in which they performed care. They complained that while clinics lacked many care giving facilities, or they were not reliably available, other Aids service delivery organisations such as NGOs and CBOs in the area that ought to complement the clinics were few, weak and inadequately assisting their care giving process. They decried the lack of working support groups which could provide a platform to share difficulties, pain and experiences that adversely affected their state of care giving.

Sixty-one (74%) caregivers had either never been to school, or had only primary level education, with only 5% of the caregivers having tertiary education. Illiteracy was found to contribute to low-care productivity and poverty. This was psychologically disenabling as most of the lowly educated caregivers had problems accessing education on care giving; following the medical and hygiene protocol; and following the disease progression of their clients. On gender, study findings indicate that the Kanye programme had a serious gender-skewed dimension, with 80 (98%) women and 2 (2%) men. Women, especially the aging caregivers, called for men and young people generally to consider helping them in care giving.

SKELETAL AND INVISIBLE NGOs/CBOs IN KANYE VILLAGE

The majority of the caregiver respondents confirmed that care giving as an integral component of the HIV/AIDS campaign in Kanye did not enjoy meaningful assistance from the NGOs, CBOs, or private individuals and companies. While close to half the caregivers indicated knowing or having heard of BOCAIP’s (Botswana Christian Aids Intervention Programme) Lesedi Counselling Centre, only a few indicated having been assisted by the counselling centre. Close to half of the respondents did not appear to know BOFWA adequately or mention its assistance packages related to care giving and the HIV/AIDS campaign generally such as a street jam, condom distribution and demonstration, and testing campaigns (BOFWA 2nd Strategic Plan, 2003-2008). The following sentiments were common in virtually all the discussions:

- These organisations (NGOs/CBOs) have only minimal assistance to care giving.
- These organisations are only very small and have not adequately marketed themselves to the public. That’s why caregivers do not adequately know them.
- Some of us have heard of and experienced Lesedi counselling centres’ Bible reading and spiritual mainstreaming to our clients and ourselves.
- Lesedi Counselling centre is a valuable organisation especially due to its Bible reading to caregivers and their clients.
- We understand that BOFWA is for youth. We caregivers may not know its value.
- Some of us have heard about BOFWA, but we do not know its mandate.

FEW AND RUDIMENTARY COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANISATIONS IN KANYE

Almost all the caregivers in the ten focus group discussions reported only knowing a few CBOs that could have been instrumental in assisting in care giving and the HIV/AIDS campaign generally. This they said was because of the inadequate number of CBOs, or the fact that those that were being formed were at rudimentary stages of formation and therefore not known, both in terms of their presence and in service delivery. A few indicated knowing and appreciating the Bona Lesedi Drop-In Centre, which had recently been established. However, close to half of them knew the UCCSA’s Kgodisong (United Congregation Church of South Africa) Orphan Centre that was usually financed by Masiela Trust, a national NGO assisting orphans and
vulnerable children (DSMSAC Report, 2005). The Kgodisong orphan centre was known because it had existed for a long time and it was a project of the UCCSA church. Many people in Kanye were members of, or knew about, the UCSSA church. Caregivers indicated knowing that the centre was operating at low capacity because of financial constraints and was helping only a few orphans and vulnerable children. The following sentiments were captured in many of the discussions:

Many CBOs registered in this region are not taking off. We do not know why.

We need government to mobilise these grassroots organisations, especially those that are care based.

We hear that other districts have these grassroots organisations. Our government should facilitate exchange programmes so that our people can learn how to kick-start these organisations.

INADEQUATE ASSISTANCE BY PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS OR COMPANIES

Close to three quarters of the caregiver respondents reported having had no care giving assistance from either private bodies or private individuals. A few caregivers indicated that local supermarkets such as Green Grocers, Choppies and Desai were sometimes helpful in terms of giving food packages and sometimes clothes to HIV/AIDS clients and orphans. However, they indicated that such help package was preferentially given to orphans and vulnerable children before CHBC clients and their caregivers:

The assistance from these supermarkets is infrequent and prioritises orphans and vulnerable children, not CHBC clients and ourselves.

There are only very few private individuals or companies willing to understand the food challenges that caregivers face with their clients.

If the food basket was adequate, we will not desperately be asking or expecting for help from any organisation/individuals or private companies.

INADEQUATE ASSISTANCE BY FAITH-BASED ORGANISATIONS

More than half of the Kanye research respondents confirmed that the majority of the caregivers did not know or ever experienced any care giving assistance from faith-based organisations. The following kinds of sentiments were made across all the focus groups:

Care-giving assistance is not known to come from faith-based organisations in Kanye.

We have not experienced or heard about churches helping in care giving.

If there is any help from the churches, we do not know, but it could be based on membership. Churches do it that way.

However, a few caregivers admitted and appreciated the central role that some churches were playing in visiting and encouraging the caregivers and their clients in some areas. However, for those who were experiencing the faith-based organisations’ assistance reported that churches showed a tendency towards only remembering the orphans and vulnerable children only during the December festivals, when most orphans get Christmas gifts and handouts, forgetting the caregivers and their HIV/AIDS clients. Additionally, caregivers confirmed that most churches would only serve members of their congregation.
NGOs/CBOs PERCEIVED AS RIVALS BY GOVERNMENT

Close to half of the caregivers alluded to lack of government support in the growth of the NGOs/CBOs. They indicated that the growth of NGOs and CBOs was hampered by lack of money and wondered why they were not getting adequate and meaningful assistance from the government. A few caregivers indicated having knowledge that government was complicating the process of starting community-based organisations. They quoted cases of child organisations which did not have an easy time with the Department of Social and Community Development (S&CD), with the latter perceiving the new organisations as proving its own inefficiencies and ineffectiveness in serving the orphans and vulnerable children. On this issue, caregivers made the following comments:

*NGOs and CBOs are beset by lack of funds in Kanye and other parts of the country.*

*Some government departments are not comfortable with the coming of especially new child organisations. Licensing of the new organisations is at the mercy of government.*

Caregivers reported that since the government services and support to care programmes were progressively declining because of inadequate provision from the clinics, NGOs/CBOs could be important to bridge this service gap.

INADEQUATE CROSS-REFERRAL SYSTEM AMONG LOCAL CARE-BASED ORGANISATIONS

About three quarters of the research respondents in the Kanye study indicated that the cross-referral system among the service providers was weak, meaning that caregivers lacked adequate knowledge and information as to where to seek specific assistance. This was clear from the fact that caregivers who were taking care of people living with HIV/Aids and therefore pivotal in fighting Aids did not adequately know the NGOs or CBOs in the area that were instrumental in assisting them. The majority concurred that:

*It is only the clinics we know well; other organisations are neither well known to us, nor is their mandate.*

FUNDING CHALLENGES TO GRASSROOTS CARE-GIVING ORGANISATIONS

About a third of the care respondents indicated knowing that government was not funding grassroots organisations that could assist them in their care giving tasks. They conveyed their wish that if government and well-wishers (donors) were to fund care-giving community grassroots projects, the quality of care giving as well as the morale of caregivers could be raised. Caregivers therefore challenged the government to solicit funds for grassroots caregiving organisations. They quoted cases they heard in the country where the government had facilitated assistance for grassroots community-based organisations from global bodies such as the Global Fund and the Melinda Gates and Merck Foundation (ACHAP update, 2005).

DISCUSSIONS OF THE FINDINGS

Kanye research respondents indicated that the Kanye care programme was seriously gender skewed, with aging being a challenge for most caregivers. Atta and Fidzani (1996) indicate that over 50% of the caregivers in most of the Botswana CHBC programmes are elderly and usually financially challenged, and may not be able to follow the hygiene protocol in the care process. It would seem that care-giving responsibilities in Botswana, as in many other developing countries, is in the hands of the grandparents, particularly poor grandmothers (Ntozi & Nakayiwa, 1999; UNAIDS, 1999). Lack of adequate NGOs and CBOs, especially in deep rural...
areas of the developing world, which can complement or fill the gaps left by the governments in care giving means that care giving has to rely predominantly on government and community support (WHO, 2002). According to McDonnel, Brennan and Tarantola (1994), helping the elderly caregivers is critical to avoid the collapse of the informal community networks that continue to be exploited through care giving.

On the low level of education among the caregivers, other studies in Maun by Phorano, Ngwenya and Nthomang (2005) found that most caregivers have a low educational level. Low education has a bearing on the quality of care giving as HIV/Aids and care giving continue to be dynamic. Issues of drug administration, hygiene and palliative care become difficult for those whose educational capacity is adequate. If the study area had adequate number of NGOs, probably some of them would possibly be addressing the challenge of illiteracy through continuous and on-the-job training (Abbat & Meija, 1988; Nowlen, 1988).

On gender, studies by Munodawafa (1998), Mojapelo, Ditiarafalo, Tau and Dohlie (2001), Jacques and Stegling (2001), and Kang‘ethe (2004, 2006a), all in Botswana, found that care giving in Botswana is predominantly a female domain. Since women have other domestic chores as well, usually taking care of families, care giving presents an extra burden. In most parts of developing world this has contributed immensely to the feminisation of poverty (Kelesetse, 1998; UNDP, 1995). In this era of HIV/Aids, the government, civil society bodies and communities should work collaboratively to ensure a societal paradigm shift of attitudes, thinking, belief systems and stereotypes that continue to dictate that care giving is a female preoccupation. Men should participate in care giving alongside women.

The literature generally confirms the concern that most NGOs’ effectiveness has been hindered by their skeletal nature and their low operational capacity (UNAIDS, 1998). Kanye NGOs and CBOs were skeletal, meaning that their capacity to serve the communities was low. BOFWA and Lesedi Counselling Centre, for example, were mandated with an array of care giving activities such as counselling, prevention, care and support services, testing, advocacy and general education to the communities. However, their coverage of these areas was low because of their inadequate resources, especially to pay their volunteers. Reliance of these organisations on unpaid volunteers poses a huge challenge to their growth and discharging of their services. According to Kang‘ethe (2004, 2006a), the continued reliance of most care programmes on unpaid volunteers has a serious bearing on their motivation and care productivity. The United Nation’s Secretary General’s report (2003) on women in Southern African countries found that two thirds of care is handled by the elderly and unpaid volunteers, which leads to low care productivity.

However, evidence abounds that most governments of the developing world have not done enough to assist in strengthening the capacities of the NGOs and CBOs (Mulinge & Mufune, 2003). The governmental bureaucratic red tape in administration and coordination has usually posed huge challenges, impeding NGO growth. In Ethiopia, for instance, the city government lacks proper and effective facilitation, coordination, administration and proper monitoring and mechanisms for NGOs. NGOs and other donor agencies have not been granted land permits in time for the initiation and implementation of developmental projects (Bariagaber, 2003). But NGOs have also been found to present monitoring challenges to most governments of the world. For instance, in the Ethiopian case study by Bariagaber (2003), almost all the NGOs were reluctant to show their detailed plans and performance, sources of budget allocation and expenditure. This has contributed to sour relationship between NGOs and governments.
compromising any feasible funding arrangements. It is recommended that NGOs/CBOs also put their house in order to attract government and external donor support.

Kanye village was found to have very few CBOs. Even if others could be in the pipeline in the registration process, they are still at rudimentary stages of formation and development. The researcher knows of only a few community-based organisations dealing with orphans, such as the Bona Lesedi Drop-In Centre and the Kgodisong orphanage centre. The role that the Bona Lesedi Drop-In Centre played in feeding and providing psychosocial support to orphans was pivotal in care giving as some of the children living with HIV/Aids and those whose parents were HIV/Aids clients benefited immensely. However, their role could well be felt in the near future, when the organisation becomes known by many members of the community. Regrettably, both the Bona Lesedi Drop-In Centre and the Kgodisong orphanage centres had a very low carrying capacity and made only an insignificant, though important, contribution to society (DMSAC Report, 2005).

The government of Botswana can be held responsible for the slow growth of the NGOs as it has failed to harness and tap the donor support that could facilitate NGO funding. For instance, lack of commitment and slow response to secure and tap donor funds led to the referred Global Funds being returned to the donor unutilised in 2006 and yet many NGOs like BOFWA and BOCAIP’s Lesedi Counselling Centre in Kanye had excellent and convincing budget agendas worth funding. However, it is also worth noting that Botswana has suffered serious funding challenges to its NGOs after the country was raised to the level of upper-middle class status. This led to a great donor funding flight (BONASO, 2000; GOB & UINDP, 2000). It is recommended that the government take responsibility and the initiative to strengthen the NGOs and CBOs. They could be helped to start sustainable income-generating projects. Botswana needs to use some of its finances lent to the international community to bolster these NGOs.

Kanye caregivers indicated the lack of private companies and individuals assisting in their care-giving role. The call in Botswana’s Vision 2016 national document to be a just, caring and compassionate society extended the request to those who could help to assist the less fortunate members of the community (Vision 2016, 1997). Caregivers and their clients form part of this deserving group and could be assisted through companies and private individuals complementing the national HIV/Aids response (National Strategic Framework (NSF), 2003-2009). This will also test and ground the findings by Mensah (1994) and Broud (quoted in UNAIDS (2000)) that Africans have a good and strong culture of helping distressed members of their own societies. In Kanye the researcher was aware of help packages to vulnerable populations by Standard Bank, Barclays Bank and other organisations such as Choppies and Desai Supermarkets. Unfortunately, the assistance package could go to any needy area of the HIV/Aids campaign and not to address any care-giving gap. It was also infrequent and, given the magnitude of the needy cases, could be insignificant or unnoticeable in the care-giving arena (Kang’ethe, 2006a).

In contrast to the study area, in many other developing countries private organisations and individuals are on the frontline supporting and helping care programmes and the less fortunate members of the society. The Sanpatong CHBC programme in Thailand, for instance, has identified support and acknowledgement from neighbours and community as one of the special needs of the care giving grandmothers (UNAIDS, 1999). In the project school funding – i.e. children’s fees, blankets, clothing, food and milk – is provided to families using donated funds and foodstuffs by community members. A donation of approximately U$17 000 from the Thai Red Cross society, for instance, enabled the project to provide these amenities for two years.

Social Work/Maatskaplike Werk 2010:46(2)
The Project Hope care programme in Brazil benefits greatly from community support. This is expressed in contributions of materials or services. Fundraising or recreational events often receive free food from local businesses. Local people with cars or trucks donate their time to assist in any care giving activity, including driving patients for medical check ups or treatment, and delivering food and clothing to people unable to come to the centres. The Catholic Aids Action field staff in Namibia visits caregivers as a form of encouragement and recognition. This helps to maintain their morale (Huczynski, 1987; Lawler, 1994; UNAIDS, 1999, 2001).

Though the spirit of company and individual support to care giving and HIV/AIDS generally is on the increase in Botswana, advocacy by government and all cadres of community leaders needs to be increased a lot so that adequate help may be forthcoming. Otherwise most caregivers and their clients are in dire need of material and financial support.

Research in Kanye indicates that the role of churches in assisting care giving was not evident. However, in other parts of Botswana the role of faith-based organisations has been commendable. The Catholic Church, for instance, has been pivotal in helping HIV/AIDS clients and their caregivers. The media have reported on the bishop of Francistown Catholic vicarage, Frank Nubuash, for instance, playing a robust role in advocacy for the sick and the disadvantaged to be assisted, especially with antiretroviral drugs, without any discrimination based on where one comes from. He has emphasised the role that the church needs to play: giving hope to the hopeless, giving love and providing psychosocial support, and making the church a safe place for those who are endangered by the struggles of life. He has ensured that his flock and others in the community can access the antiretroviral drugs (Kang’ethe, 2007). In the outskirts of Gaborone – Mogoditshane, Mmopane, Metsimotlhabe and Tsolamosese villages – the researcher has seen that the Catholic Church has been involved in the community home-based care programme. It has recruited its own volunteers to visit the clients and their caregivers, giving them love, hope, psychosocial support and counselling. The church programme, through its volunteers, organises and brings together the caregivers and their clients for psychosocial meetings at least one day in a week where Bible sharing takes place, physical exercises are done and a nutritious meal served. The clients are collected from their homes and returned afterwards. The programme works hand in hand with the government community home-based care programme. However, the government-recruited volunteers appear unmotivated in their tasks of visiting the homes of the caregivers and their HIV/AIDS clients (Lawler, 1994). Therefore, the Catholic Church in these areas perfectly fills in the gap of complementing government services and the national response to HIV/AIDS (NSF, 2003-2009). But this is a recent and a unique programme and other faith-based organisations need to follow suit and fulfil the country’s Vision 2016 of being a just, compassionate and caring nation. Many churches have been accused of folding their arms and watching HIV/AIDS attack their “flock and communities in general” left, right and centre (Kang’ethe, 2007; Vision 2016, 1997).

Although in some quarters the government is beginning to recognise the pivotal role and importance of NGOs as complements in the HIV/AIDS campaign and other development agendas (BONEPWA, 2003; UNAIDS, 1998, 2005), it does not generally appear to trust the capacity and goodwill of the NGOs as partners of development. In Botswana there is a perception among the NGOs and civil society generally that the government perceives NGOs, alongside the trade unions, as sympathisers with the opposition politics. This has stifled or discouraged assistance. It has also contributed towards making the NGOs skeletal and ineffective (UNAIDS, 1998). In fact, in most countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, state welfare
provision is extremely limited and declining. This is because of the poverty consequent on the states’ corruption and mismanagement, coupled with countries adhering to the imposed World Bank Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) (Mulinge, 2003) to foster development. Lack of adequate government support to the NGOs in Botswana has been a national issue in that even when the government has enough resources from the donor community, NGOs’ funding applications to the government take so long to be processed that programmes run by NGOs nearly collapse. Good examples are provided by the Botswana Family Welfare Organisation (BOFWA) and the Botswana Christian Aids Intervention Programme (BOCAIP) in the country that almost collapsed a few years back, and yet the government had had enough donor funds for the HIV/AIDS campaign. This has happened even when these organisations exhibit good, transparent and audited accounts (DMSAC Report, 2005). Ironically, most of these donor grants, like the Global Fund, have been withdrawn by donors because of lack of expenditure by the government. The government of Botswana needs to change its position on, and perception of, the NGOs and see them as vehicles of development with a complementary role to play in the national development process.

Kanye caregivers indicated that the study area suffered from weak cross-referral systems, resulting in information not flowing smoothly among the service beneficiaries such as caregivers. This is a big drawback in this era of HIV/AIDS, when resources are inadequate, making it urgent for all organisations to pool resources to maximise and optimise productivity (WHO, 2002). Weak referral systems have the danger of community members starting organisations with objectives already addressed by existing organisations. This could lead to duplication of services and therefore inadequate utilisation and management of resources (Jackson, 2002; WHO, 2002). According to this researcher, the referral system, especially from the clinics to clinics and from the clinics to the Kanye Seventh Day Adventist Church (SDA) referral hospital, was weak (Kang’ethe, 2008). Weak cross-referral could lead to duplication and unhealthy competition between organisations instead of each organisation complementing the others. Collaboration between the NGOs and government in service delivery could possibly reinforce service marketability and therefore improve the organisations’ referral process.

The country of Botswana needs to emulate other countries with best practices in government-NGO collaboration. In Cambodia, for instance, home-care teams made up of staff from government health centres and community-focused NGOs have created strong links with community resources such as community leaders (phum), traditional healers and the members of the Buddhist temples (pagodas). The referral systems link the teams with health centres, hospitals and the three government-run HIV Voluntary Testing and Counselling (VCT) Centres. In Cote d’Ivoire, the centre for socio-medical assistance (CASM), an international faith-based NGO initiated in 1991 by HOPE Worldwide, also fulfils the UNAIDS best practice criteria. CASM works in close collaboration with the ministry of Health, the National AIDS Programme and the University Hospital. Commendably, the involvement of persons living with HIV/AIDS plays an important part in the centre’s prevention and advocacy activities (UNAIDS, 1998).

Botswana has continued to suffer funding blows since it was upgraded to an upper-middle class country in the world economic classification (BONASO Beat, 2000; Government of Botswana & UNDP, 2000). This implies that Botswana is not a needy country compared to other developing countries. However, reality on the ground as evidenced by the majority of caregivers indicating they are poor and needy confirms that there is a lot of poverty and many grey areas that need to be addressed through NGO/CBO mobilisation and intervention. This is
also reinforced by the literature, which indicates that close to 50% of Batswana are poor and live below the poverty line (Botswana Millennium Development Goals, 2004; NACP 38, 1997-2002). It is apparent that the upgrading by the international community looked at the resources from the strong mining sector and concluded that all was well in the country. Even when funding, either from donors or the government, is forthcoming to the NGOs, there are restrictions imposed on many grants and donations, causing a lot of uncertainties over time. This makes it difficult for NGOs to do long-term planning, improve their services or reach their full capacity (UNAIDS, 1998).

CONCLUSION
The role and importance of the NGOs and CBOs, coupled with individual and private organisations as vehicles of development, especially in Botswana and other resource-strained countries, cannot be over-emphasised. These organisations, given a good operational political environment and funding, can fill the development gaps and reach areas that the government cannot. Their presence in especially care giving is especially critical in this era of HIV/Aids, when government health facilities are congested, leaving only the options of NGOs and CBOs, and other private organisations to offer community support in the care field. Unfortunately the NGO environment has not been supported well, with government showing some mistrust and therefore refusing to fund them in good time. However, the government attitude is gradually changing. Policies to support NGOs and CBOs should be strengthened in order to help mobilise and assist care giving and the whole HIV/AIDS campaign generally in Botswana. The government needs to change its mindset and accept NGOs as complementary organs of the development process.
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